HOW TO MEASURE YOUR WRIST SIZE

Print this page and cut out the ruler along the lines. When printing, be sure to check the “print actual size” option from Adobe Acrobat Reader when the print dialogue appears. Otherwise, the ruler may not print to the correct size. After printing, be sure to check the printed version of the paper ruler against a physical ruler.

Place the watch graphic on the top of your wrist, and wrap the ruler around your wrist. Loosen and tighten to the desired fit, then write down the size that is aligned with the line indicated “measure up to this line” (directly below the watch graphic).

It is important to understand there may be some small differences that must be allowed due to bracelet construction. In case a bracelet cannot be sized to your exact measurement we will size to the next size above the provided measurement.

BRACELET SIZING POLICY

Bracelet sizing is provided to the measurements you supply as a one time courtesy. The ideal method of sizing a watch bracelet is directly with you to check actual fit on your wrist. There are variables that can only be compensated for during personal sizing such size of and construction of the watch, wrist bone structure and most importantly, determining a comfortable fit for you.

As the watch belongs to you, any links we remove or add during the sizing process will be included in the delivery to you.

Watches sized by Citizen Watch Company of America at the time of purchase will not affect the return policy. When returning your watch it must be returned with any links that were removed during the sizing process and returned to you. We cannot compensate or offer refunds for additional sizing that may be needed.

Generally, sizing requests will not delay the shipping, however at certain times of the year, sizing requests may delay shipping by 1 day.